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Reproducibility is an essential component of the scientific process.
It is often necessary to check whether multiple runs of the same software
produce the same result. This may be done to validate whether a new machine
produces correct results on old software, whether new software produces
correct results on an oldmachine, or to compare the equality of two different approaches to the same objective.

Unfortunately, many technical issues in computing make it surprisingly hard to get the same result twice.
Non-determinism in both codes and data can arise unexpectedly from the use of concurrency, random number
sources, real-time clocks, I/O operations, and other sources. Some of these issues are merely cosmetic, like
displaying the current time and machine for diagnostic purposes. Some of these issues are much more subtle,
such as race conditions between threads changing the order of records in a file. As a result, one cannot simply
compare objects at the binary level: different bits might reflect fundamentally different algorithms, or the
might reflect accidents of the runtime environment.

In this talk, we will present an analysis of non-determinism and reproducibility issues in standard HEP soft-
ware and the ROOT data format.
We will present an evaluation of simulation and analysis codes to reveal sources of non-determinism, so that
this property
can be eliminated (where possible) and understood (where necessary).
Where non-determinism is unavoidable, we present tool (root-dif) for
the detailed comparison of output files to evaluate differences between structured data, so as to distinguish
between files that differ in fundamental data, as opposed to structure, ordering, or timestamps. We conclude
with recommendations for best practices in software development, program analysis, and operations.
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